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This workbook normally comes included with the How To 
Profit From A Launch Campaign training, a comprehensive 
step-by-step walkthrough of the theory and execution 
behind launch campaigns presented by Indepreneur. 

While the workbook can be incredibly useful and even 
help you set up an entire campaign, you can review 
and deploy the entire strategy through a full, over-the-
shoulder walkthrough of the Launch process. 

Click the button below to claim the full training package 
and unlock the comprehensive walkthroughs:

If you already have the training, congratulations! 
You are all set to begin...

Do you have the full training?

https://indepreneur.io/albumlaunch
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Dear Fellow Independent Musician, 

You know that you need fans. You know you need to build an email or SMS list so that you can 

contact those fans reliably. And, you know you need to be able to actually generate sales of 

your music and merchandise in order to have a career. Okay, so ... how? 

How do you get people to sign up for your email list? How do you create meaningful 

interactions with that list? How do you get them to actually buy something? The answers to 

these questions became clear to me in the fall of 2016 ... 

It was then that my friend, a renowned hip-hop artist, gave me full “Permission” to try 

whatever crazy, out-of-the-box marketing strategies I wanted to with his music career. Out of 

that process, a strategy was born that has since been responsible for hundreds of thousands 

of fans, subscribers, customers, and dollars in music and merchandise sales. 

The Album Launch strategy isn’t new - not entirely. The campaign you are about to learn 

and deploy is more of a Frankenstein - stitched together from time-tested, verified digital 

marketing strategies that have made information and e-commerce businesses so successful.

 

The bones of this strategy, which you are about to learn, were borrowed from legendary 

direct marketers like Ryan Deiss, Frank Kern, and Jeff Walker. The challenge was not finding 

ideas that were effective, but to arrange those ideas in a sequence that plays into the unique 

emotions and economic drivers of the artist-to-fan relationship. 

It is the difficulty of that challenge that has led us to consistently upgrade and update this 

training to accommodate Indies at every stage of success. Simply put, the most important skill 

for any modern business owner to have is the ability to launch products and ideas effectively.

The businesses that learn to launch are able to spring up (seemingly overnight) into multi-

million dollar businesses. The businesses that don’t learn to launch often fail to ever 

scratch the surface; struggling to get a greater-than-1x return on their investment at even 

the smallest scale. 

Most importantly, this skill is one that the music industry has learned the exact wrong way 

- spending unrecoupable dollars on building untrackable anticipation for an unprofitable 

release that fails to capitalize on existing listener and customer data. 

And so, we have created this workbook and training to equip you with one of the most 

effective modern business skills in a style that is catered to your business and customers 

- music and music fans. Not just so that you can do well, but so that you can do better than 

the bad actors and laggards that the music industry has become so adept at overpaying. 

Learning and deploying this strategy will not be easy. It will not be intuitive. It will 

challenge everything you may currently understand about business and gaining fans. But, 

this skill will equip you to not only change your music career - it will ensure your part in 

changing the entire music industry. 

Good luck, and stay indie.

-Kyle Lemaire, Founder & CEO

Why it Matters
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You Are Here

INTRODUCTION
While not focusing on the Introduction stage, the 
Album Launch funnel requires a pool or stream 
of new listeners who can be directed to your 
Launch Offer. If you don’t already have a strategy 
for consistently generating new fans, you will 
want to focus on that first before attempting a 
Launch Campaign.

While not focusing on the Education stage, the 
Album Launch funnel requires that your listeners 
understand and align with your brand, message, 
and values. The Education Stage and the strategies 
employed in it help to create long-term bonds 
between you and your audience.

EDUCATION

One of the primary benefits of the Album Launch 
funnel is lead generation - getting new subscribers.  
An engaged subscriber list is one of the greatest 
wealth-generating assets you can build as an artist 
and public figure.

PERMISSION

NURTURING
In this stage, fans have just taken a big step by 
signing up for one-to-one communication or by 
making a purchase. Because fans have recently 
reciprocated value, artists must reward that choice 
by giving tons of value in return, nurturing the 
artist-to-fan relationship…

The Album Launch funnel allows you to build 
and profit from your customer list, Affirming the 
relationship with your listeners by offering a product 
that is directly related to your Nurturing Sequence.  

AFFIRMATION

The Ascension stage of the Album Launch funnel 
offers follow-up products when your customers 
check out for your main offer. This maximizes the 
value of each customer you create - you will have 
more room to profit with the added average value 
of each order.

ASCENSION

“The Buddy System is an 8-part framework that describes the ‘listener journey’.  Your marketing campaigns 
lead your listeners through the stages of this journey, generating subscribers, sales, and success along the way.”

https://indepreneur.io/trainings/fan-finder-method
https://indepreneur.io/trainings/buddy-system
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How to Use This Training

Learn Perform Complete
Watch/read a lesson, taking 
your own notes to ensure a 

clear understanding.

Complete the steps outlined 
in the current lesson with the 

help of this workbook.

Review your work for errors 
and, once satisfied, mark the 

step as “complete”.

This Training is a Checklist
Every Indepreneur training is developed with two strict guidelines:

Trainings must include well-defined steps which, when completed, ensure that the trainee has 
all the assets necessary to perform the campaign, skill, or strategy being taught.

Trainings must explain every concept involved so that a new Indepreneur team member or 
student could perform the strategy or campaign that is being taught without any assistance.
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The Funnel

No need to squint :)
Click below to download a PNG of the funnel 
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1.  Opt-In Ad (ad video/image, ad copy)
2.  Win-Back Ad (ad video/image, ad copy)*
3.  Opt-In Squeeze Page (video, copy, page design, branding)
4.  Thank You Page (video, copy, page design, branding)
5.  Pre-Launch Sequence (email/Messenger/SMS copy)
6.  Content Pages (video, copy, page design, branding)
7.  Launch Sequence (email/Messenger/SMS copy)
8.  Product Exposure Ad (ad video/image, ad copy)
9.  Testimonial Carousel Ad (fan images, fan quotes, ad copy)*
10. Post-Launch Sequence (email/Messenger/SMS copy)
11. Sales Page (video, copy, page design, branding)
12. Order Form Page (copy, page design, branding)
13. Upsell Page (copy, page design, branding, video*)
14. Order Confirmation Page (copy, page design, branding, video*)
15. Sales Page Retargeting Ads (ad video/image, ad copy)
16. Cart Abandonment Ads (ad video/image, ad copy)*
17. Post-Purchase Ads (ad video/image, ad copy)*
18. Post-Purchase Sequence (email/Messenger/SMS copy)

Content

1.  Lookalike Audiences
2. Warm Audiences (video view, page engagement, 

email, messenger, etc.)
3.  “Win-Back” Website Custom Audience*
4.  Cart Abandonment Website Custom Audience*

Assets/Data

1.  Core Product (typically a CD or Vinyl)
2.  Order Bump Product (low cost, high margin)
3.  Upsell Product (typically apparel, t-shirt/hoodie)
4.  Fulfillment Materials (referral cards, stickers, etc.)*

Physical Items

1.  CMS (Page/Website Builder)
       Wordpress (recommended), SquareSpace, ClickFunnels, etc.

2.  Cart (Order/Checkout Technology
      WooFunnels for Wordpress, Shopify, ThriveCart, Ecwid, Clickfunnels

3.  Autoresponder (email marketing platform)
       Drip (recommended), MailChimp, Aweber, Constant Contact, GetResponse

4.  ManyChat (Messenger marketing platform)*
5.  ShipStation (Shipping & Fulfillment platform)*
6.  Zapier (app integration & automation)*

Technology

Funnel Components

*Optional components
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Launch Ideation

Organize Imagine Schedule
Fill in the planning pages of 

your workbook and dream up 
your Launch experience.

Schedule your Launch so you 
know exactly what you are 

marketing (and why).

Before you can plan your 
launch, you have to organize 

the content it involves.

There is a whole lot that goes into a successful Launch Campaign. After being part of over 100 
Album Launches (and advising hundreds more), we have identified some ways to minimize the 
stress and time involved. Use this portion of your workbook to get all of the hard work out of the 
way first and completely organize your launch so that you can actually enjoy the creation process.
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Content Organization

Starting right
The ground floor of any successful Launch 
Campaign is the content. You should only seek 
to deploy this strategy after the completion 
of a detailed, professional, and properly 
executed creation process. Only after creating 
a collection of songs, music videos, behind the 
scenes content, lyrics, and other associated 
works - the product - should you begin the 
work of marketing.

The first step in crafting a successful Launch 
Campaign is the organization of the product - 
your content - into a neat and easily accessible 
folder hierarchy. Please use the diagram to the 
right to create your Launch Campaign folders.

Graphics

Photos

Candid
Photos

Performance
Photos

Professional
Photos

Bios

Emails

Lyrics

Poems/Misc.

Candid
Videos

Music
Videos

Performance
Videos

Product
Videos

MP3 WAV

LAUNCH

AUDIO VIDEO IMAGES TEXT

Songfiles w/ metadata 
(use Kid3 or iTunes)

Instrumentals 
(optional)

Acapellas (optional)

Album art (optional)

ZIP files of all of 
the above

In-studio videos

Album art / Track videos

Cell phone videos

Concert footage

Unrelated footage 
of artist

Banners

Logos
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Creating Your Free Offer

Start with a hook
The Album Launch funnel starts with gaining 
commitment from your audience and permission to 
follow up with them. To do that, you want 
(see: need) to make a cant-refuse offer.

We’re going to create an offer that you will make to 
your listeners that they can receive in exchange for 
signing up - it’s the reason they’re going to sign up. In 
this case, it also happens to be what they are signing 
up for - this isn’t bonus value, it’s the main value.

Some people may be inclined to build their Album 
Launch experience itself before writing about what 
they’re offering, but we find it best to dream up a cant 
refuse offer and let that dictate what you include in 
your Album Launch days.

Fill out the fields on this worksheet to help ideate your 
Opt-In Offer (and how you communicate it to your fans)...

What are the different emotions that your album, the 
songs, and their subject matter may invoke in a listener?

What social, professional, romantic, or plutonic 
situations and life experiences do each song (or the 
album as a whole) remind you of?

Does your album or song provide a narrative or a 
resolution to a conflict or climax?

Freely associate your feelings on the album and the 
music inside it - what are the most natural talking 
points for you?
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Creating Your Free Offer

Now that you have had a chance to 
step back and look at the emotional 
and narrative content of your work, 
it’s time to brainstorm some central 
themes that you may be able to 
wrap your entire Launch Experience 
into. A relationship, a breakup, a 
semester, a festival, a car accident, 
an all-nighter, a stint in rehab, a 
detox, a diet, a fitness program, lent, 
hannukah, 12 days of christmas, a 
funeral, a wedding…

There are tons of different potential 
themes that you could use for your 
Launch Campaign. And, as a creative, 
you should choose something that 
fits naturally with the answers 
you’ve provided in this section of the 
workbook.

List any potential themes that come 
to mind here:

Themes
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Content Strategy

Content is king
Fans want content - more, faster, better, constantly. Most 
musicians assume content can only be finished, mixed, and 
masters songs or music videos. But, when you become a fan of 
an artist, you don’t limit their value to just the songs they put 
out. Anything they do can be valuable content. Your Launch 
makes use of what others might throw away or leave on the 
cutting room floor…

You have a chance to deliver your songs to listeners in whichever format they want. 

But, more than that, you have a chance to deliver audio that they would never get from 

another artists album. Demos, instrumentals, acapellas, interviews, and even stem files 

can all be valuable content.

List any audio recordings (besides the songs on your Album) that you could give to 

your listeners:

AUDIO

Believe it or not, 20 years ago, most music fans nearly memorized the liner notes and 

credits written in the booklet of their favorite albums. It felt like a gateway to a deeper 

understanding of the music and the artists behind it. Now, you have a chance to truly 

connect using the written word…

List any themes, stories, anecdotes, or insights that directly or indirectly relate to your 

album and the songs in it:

TEXT/COPY

Video content brings your Launch to life for your listeners. Whether giving your 

listeners a behind-the-scenes look at your creation process, music videos, candid 

performance videos, or a recorded explanation of your song’s subject matter - the 

videos on the content pages of your Launch tell a story…

What videos can you use or create for your content pages and how do you plan on 

using them?

VIDEOS
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Interactivity Strategy

Come together
Fans want interaction - solid music brands are measured by the 
depth of the relationship fans have. If your fans passively consume 
content and never get the chance to interact with you, it will feel 
like a one way relationship - and nobody likes those. Your Launch 
Campaign is an opportunity to make your fans feel like they 
actually know you. Fans are friends; and friends hang out!

While time-consuming, talking personally and directly to your fans is absolutely 

essential to creating a successful direct-to-fan music career. Live streams, conference 

calls, direct email replies, and even personal phone calls powerfully endear your 

listeners into lifelong fans.

What types of personal interaction can you provide to your Launch subscribers?

PERSONAL COMMUNICATION

DVDs, online games, and even many websites contain secret content that can only be 

unlocked through a bit of detective work. Whether searching for a hidden link, piecing 

together clues, or typing in a secret code, “easter eggs” get your fans heavily invested in 

your content...

What content will you hide in your Launch and how?

EASTER EGGS

You don’t use your brain to click around the internet - most of your internet use 

doesn’t even get stored as a memory. That is why getting your listeners to think, 

interac,t and respond can be incredibly important. Surveys, scavenger hunts, caption 

contests…

What can you include in your Launch that will cause fans to interact?

MICRO-COMMITMENTS
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Launch Offer Copy

The very best copywriters (marketer speak for 
“writer”) are able to condense the most potent, 
most valuable elements of an offer down into a 1-2 
sentence headline. Upon reading this headline, any 
user should be able to understand what you are 
offering, why they should claim that offer, and how 
they can do so…

Consolidate the theme, the emotions, and the 
deliverables of your Launch Offer down to a 1-2 
sentence description. Doing this will help you 
develop quick descriptions of your Launch that will 
come in handy when writing copy for your emails, 
Ads, and pages.

Example: “Get The 502s’ New Album For Free! 
Go behind the scenes of what inspired each song, 
the message behind the lyrics, the journey to 
create the new album, and more!”

Review the components of your offer you have 
already listed in the pages above, then brainstorm 
some potential headlines for your offer below:

Tell ‘em what they’ve won...
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Besides headlines and sub-headlines, 
one of the most common elements of 
high-performing conversion-focused 
landing pages (like an opt-in or sales 
page) is the Value Stack. 

Simple in its conception, the 
Value Stack is a vertical list of the 
component parts of an offer that 
shows the cumulative value of the 
offer in comparison to the cost. In 
the case of your opt-in page, the cost 
of the offer is $0 - which makes this 
offer particularly compelling.

Example:

$20 Value

$20 Value

$40 Value

$40 Value

Total Cost: $130

8 never-before-heard songs 
from [BAND/ARTIST]

1-hour Behind-The-Scenes “Making 
of [ALBUM]” Documentary

Exclusive Discord for Launch 
Participants (meet the artist!)

Digital Boarding Passes and 
Goodie Bags - $50 VALUE

FREE

Launch Offer Copy

Value Stack
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The marketing concept at play in the Value Stack is 
called “anchoring”. Studies have indicated that numbers 
(in this case, prices) can only be sized up in relation to 
other recent numbers that people have been shown. 
When customers see a price (number), they are less 
likely to be enticed to make a purchase than if they 
had been shown a larger price (number) immediately 
prior, whether that be the sticker price compared to a 
discount or, more shockingly, any other larger number. 
If you can even believe it: just by showing the number 
“100” somewhere in a store, customers are more likely 
to take the offers that are below $100.

By showing the estimated market value of the 
component parts of an offer, the value being presented 
is reiterated in the mind of your fans, showing them 
the real opportunity and benefit of taking the offer. 
Because the cost of the offer is “anchored” by the 
composite value, fans are more likely to consider the 
true opportunity and benefit of your offer.

In the space below, list all of the component 
parts of your Opt-In Launch Offer including 
songs, videos, and other forms of exclusive 
access. Then, use historical data (for example, 
the cost of one of your songs on a distribution 
platform) to assign a dollar value to each part of 
your offer:

Launch Offer Copy

Value Stack



For example, as I am writing this to you, I am currently 
drinking a Sugar-Free Red Bull (16 oz - to keep me 
charged up at all times). If I was tasked with writing 
marketing copy for this can of Red Bull, I may begin by 
listing the following features:

Comes in a can

Has a pop-top

Can has an outer design

Can is aluminum

Tangy

Vaguely fruity

Flavor is a mystery (not 
stated by company)

Has 136 mg caffeine 
(not enough!)

Tall, skinny can 
(compared to soda cans)

Blue/red/metallic colors

Bull logo cut out of the 
pop tab

Small/portable

Nutrition info listed

Ingredients listed

25 calories
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While your headline, subheadline, and value stack will 
be the most commonly viewed (and, thereby, most 
important in converting the viewer), there will be many 
fans who read more of your copy to better understand 
and consider the offer. For this reason, you will need 
to itemize all of the ways in which your offer can be 
described, highlighted, and emphasized.

To do this, expert copywriters start by “getting the 
lead out”, so to speak. That is, a seasoned copywriter 
will write down all of the features of an offer before 
writing a single word of copy. “Features” are any true, 
declarative statements about the characteristics of the 
offer or product.

Launch Offer Copy

Features and Benefits
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You may notice that some of these features I’ve listed seem like 
they wouldn’t make for very enticing marketing copy. You’ve 
probably never heard “and the can has blue/red/metallic colors 
on it!” And you’re right - features alone do not make compelling 
marketing copy. Features should not ever appear in your 
marketing copy; I mean it - don’t include any of the features you 
write in any of your marketing copy.

Customers don’t care about the features - but, they do care 
about the benefits. Benefits are positive impacts on the 
customer experience that are a result of the features. The 
real reason to list every single feature, no matter how inane or 
meaningless, is that features help you arrive at the benefit of the 
product. And, sometimes, the least enticing, most inane features 
of a product end up revealing the most compelling benefits.

Launch Offer Copy

Features and Benefits
List as many of the features of your Launch 
Offer (and its component parts) as you can 
possibly think of in the space below:
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Launch Offer Copy

While each of the features alone make for boring, self-
regarding marketing copy (because nobody cares about the 
features but you), the benefits that can be derived from them 
generally build value around the product for the end user. 
Features tell us what the product is, but benefits tell customers 
products what the customer does for them. By only including 
“whats in it for the customer” in your marketing copy, your 
written words will stand head-and-shoulders above the rest of 
the marketing messages your fans see every day.

In the box below, use the “so that” method to derive the benefit 
of each feature you have listed (it’s okay if some of them don’t 
really provide a benefit - do what you can!):

Now that you have a list of features, it’s time to create 
the real marketing magic. For this, the Indepreneur team 
will commonly use the “so that” method. To do this, 
simply read off a feature and follow it with “so that”, then 
fill in the blank. For instance, my can of Red Bull:

Comes in a can | SO THAT | you can drink it on the go

Has a pop-top | SO THAT | you can easily open it 
(maybe even with one hand!)

Can has an outer design | SO THAT | you can broadcast
your energy preferences to the world around you

Can is aluminum | SO THAT | it cools quick in the fridge
and stays cool longer than a soda bottle

Tangy | SO THAT | you can feel the energy on your tongue

Features and Benefits
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Launch Offer Copy

List any positive testimonials you have received from fans or 
supporting fans (customers):

List any positive quotes or reviews of your music from press, 
artists, or industry figures:

When we are unsure whether or not we should take an action, we look for signs in our 
environment that indicate that doing so is safe. That’s why many ads and offer pages 
feature real testimonials or quotes from sources of authority.

At this point in your career, you may not have many quotes from authoritative sources or 
testimonials from real fans. However, including any authority or social proof that you do 
have on your conversion-focused pages will almost always increase your conversion rate (or 
“the percent of visitors who take the action on the page”).

Authority/Social Proof
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Creating Your Sales Offer

Make More Offers
Most musicians assume that their songs are 
the product they are selling - streams and 
downloads are the only way to make money 
off of music. But, just like YouTube videos are 
for YouTubers, music is the marketing asset 
of musician brands and businesses. 

Indies can leverage these assets by making 
more offers to their audience - unique and 
enticing products packaged in can’t-resist 
bundles. By helping you conceptualize and 
offer valuable products, the Launch funnel 
ensures maximum sales performance.

At the end of your Launch 
funnel, once the free offer has 
been delivered in full to your 
audience, you will be in the 
perfect position to make a too-
good-to-be-true paid sales offer. 
Because of the nurturing and 
value-in-advance that has been 
given up until that point, you will 
enjoy a far higher sales rate than 
might be experienced outside of 
this funnel concept.
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Creating Your Sales Offer

On top of the high sales rate, you can maximize your sales by use of a “checkout funnel”, 
which is a way fans can add exclusive, discounted products to their order as they check 
out for your main offer. To understand this concept, lets explore the three products that 
typically comprise the Checkout Funnel for an Album Launch:

This is the main attraction and should be thematically linked to the launch. Think of this as “the shirt you buy at the gift 
shop once you’ve gotten off the rollercoaster.”  Commonly, this is a CD, vinyl, or cassette - but it can be a number of items.

This is a supplementary product that is high margin and should be a “no brainer” for the fan to add to cart. It should pair 
well with the core product. Commonly, this is an older CD, a keychain, a sticker pack, a bandana, an art print, etc.

This is the “highest tier” product of the offer. It is typically a more deluxe item that really feels like an “upgrade” to the offer.
Commonly, this is a t-shirt, hoodie, or other piece of apparel - but it can also be more involved items such as water bottles, 
puzzles, or other ‘deluxe’ accessories.

Core Product | Typical price range: $10 - $35

One Click Upsell/Order Bump Product | Typical price range: $5 - $15

One Time Offer/Upsell Product | Typical price range: $20 - $50
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Creating Your Sales Offer

And, lastly, for your OTO (which stands for One Time Offer) upsell, I want you to 
ideate the product:

Some important things to keep in mind:
Make your offers unique
Use opportunities to inject scarcity with limited edition or deadstock items
Use opportunities to personalzie items to make them more special for your fans
Use opportunities to make items exclusive to the launch itself

And, when you’re done, ask yourself:

“If I went through this type of experience with a band or artist I am into, would I 
want to buy this?”

Second, I want you to ideate your Bump Offer or first upsell:
What unique products can you offer in the $5 to $15 price range? 
What unique products speak to the theme of your album launch? 

You could go with leftover stock of an older CD or Vinyl and highlight the scarcity 
of the item by saying you wont print them again - once they’re gone, they’re gone

In the past, Indies have offered small items tied to their theme and album like 
buttons, a 5-pack of photo prints by the artist, a bracelet, a rubix cube, and, in the 
case of the 502s and their Party themed launch, a shot glass.

First, I want you to ideate around your core offer and write down some specifics 
about it:

If you haven’t already printed your CDs or Vinyls yet, how can your core offer 
be made more special?
Is there something you can do with the packaging design to increase its value or 
make it more exclusive?
How much will it cost to print your core offer?
How much will it cost per unit?

We’ll need this information later to determine the margin on each sale.

What bonuses can you include with the core offer?
How can you personalize it or make it more valuable while minimizing your 
costs and time spent?

Now that you understand the 
components of a high-performing 
checkout funnel, let’s write down some 
ideas about your funnel products.
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Product Strategy

Core Offer
Typically, the main product being 
offered in an Album Launch Funnel 
is going to be a CD, Cassette, or 
Vinyl (or all three!). However, in 
general, the Launch Funnel can be 
used to launch any core product.

Assuming that you are creating an 
Album Launch funnel, fill out the 
following fields to help ideate your 
core offer:

What bonuses can you include with the album?

What will the cost of printing the album be (total or per unit)?

How many copies will you print (limited edition/regular)?

What will you charge?
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Product Strategy

Order Bump
In a typical Album Launch funnel, 
the “Order Bump” product is often 
a prior release (EPs work great!) 
or a souvenir/novelty item with a 
low cost. Shot glasses, sunglasses, 
stickers, buttons, and other small 
items have helped Indies yield a 
high profit margin while remaining 
relatively inexpensive for fans to 
add to their order.

What will be your “Bump” product?

What will the cost of printing the product be (total or per unit)?

What amounts and sizes will you print (if applicable)?

What will you charge for the item?
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Product Strategy

Upsell
The typical Upsell offer is a t-shirt or 
other merchandise item - however, 
we have used other merchandise 
and souvenir products in the past. 
You also have the option of offering 
multiple designs in multiple sizes - 
sky is the limit!

What will your “Upsell” product be?

What will the cost of printing the product be (total or per unit)?

What amounts in what sizes will you print?

What will you charge for the item?
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Fulfillment Strategy

Printed cards, custom tags/packaging, and especially hand-written notes 
can make a truly great experience for your fans. Attention to detail gets 
remembered and shared, and the next time you have something to offer, 
your customers will be more likely to check it out.

What bonuses or custom packaging can you include with your shipments?

Referrals (fans telling their friends about your music) will happen far 
more often if you make it easy and straightforward for your fans to refer 
you. This process is called “orchestrating referrals”. Stickers, flyers, and 
other materials featuring links to exclusive content or web pages can help 
boost referrals dramatically and add an exponential growth factor to your 
fan base.

What kinds of Referral Materials can you include with your shipments?

BONUSES/PACKAGING

REFERRAL MATERIALS

Every business, whether they know it or 
not, has a “Before”, “During”, and “After” 
stage. The Buddy System is a framework 
that accounts for each of these stages, 
but the one that is most often overlooked 
is the “During” stage. “During” your 
customer’s experience of making a 
purchase, you want their journey to be a 
dream-come-true experience.

When planning your process for shipping 
items out to your customers, it’s 
important to include strategies that will 
both facilitate the Referral process and 
create a memorable unboxing experience 
for your fans.
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Sales Offer Copy

Following on from the previous “Launch 
Offer Copy” section of this workbook, you 
now want to prepare the copy (text) that 
will be placed on your sales page. This sales 
page will be the main link you send fans to 
when your Launch is complete in order to 
make them the exclusive Launch offer.
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Sales Offer Copy

Communicate your call-to-action in 3-5 words:

Clarify the specifics of your sales offer in 1-2 sentences:

This is the first content a visitor will see when landing on your sales page. 
So, it’s important to prioritize the information that your listener needs to 
know in order to make the decision to purchase or not. This is where most 
musicians make mistakes!
 
Communicate your sales offer in a simple, benefit-driven sentence:

ABOVE-THE-FOLD

FEATURES

List all of the features/facts about your product (i.e. 1 of only 200 
ever printed, comes with extra songs, etc.)

List all of the internal or external benefits your listeners might get 
out of your product or its features (tip: use the “so that” method):

BENEFITS

List any positive fan testimonials regarding the album/product:

When we are unsure whether or not we should take an action, we look 
for signs that tell us we are okay to do so. That’s why ads feature real 
testimonials or quotes from authority features. 
 
List any positive quotes or reviews of your music from press, artists, or 
industry figures about the album/product:

AUTHORITY/SOCIAL PROOF



In a Checkout Funnel, a great way to maximize order value is to 
incentivize customers to add to their order. Getting a customer 
to the point of purchase often requires a large marketing 
spend - advertising, email marketing, time spent, etc…

If a customer adds another product to their order, you 
will successfully make a sale without incurring the cost of 
acquiring the customer. So, it makes sense to incentivize 
customers to add to their order by passing on the discount 
created by avoiding the acquisition cost. Conversely, you could 
add bonuses to the upsell to make it more attractive.
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Upsell Offer Copy

Incentives Matter
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Upsell Offer Copy

What is your upsell incentive?

Communicate the value of your upsell offer in a simple, benefit-driven sentence:

FEATURES

List all of the features/facts about your product (i.e. 1 of only 200 
ever printed, comes with extra songs, etc.)

List all of the internal or external benefits your listeners might get 
out of your product or its features (tip: use the “so that” method):

Discount Bonus/free gift

BENEFITS
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Schedule Ideation

Create an Experience
By now, you have written down all of the 
possible content you could include as part 
of your Ultimate Album Launch experience. 
Now, you have the creative challenge of 
weaving this content through daily, hidden 
content pages to create a compelling and 
exciting narrative that your fans will follow. 
Click the button below to create your 
spreadsheet and schedule your content 
across the days of your launch.
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Choosing Your Tech Stack

In the last five years, we have been directly involved in hundreds of 
Launch campaigns - many of which have been Album Launch funnels. 
As a result, we have had the chance to test out dozens of technology 
platforms for building landing pages, managing email lists, and 
offering products online.

When it comes to running an Album Launch, you will need a 
combination of technology/apps. This is commonly referred to as a 
“tech stack”. To complete your tech stack for this launch, you’ll need 
to have the following types of software set up...

The Right Tools



You need a way to create and host web pages - ideally a way that allows you 
to add and customize forms on the page and control the design of the page.

This is a more robust option with plenty of ways to expand and shrink your functionality as you scale up, but is a bit more 
complicated to set up at the outset.

This is a lot simpler of an option that works easily out of the box, but may cause you to run into some walls as you scale up. 
Additionally, you will likely need to pair this with automation software like Zapier in order to successfully collect opt-ins 
automatically. Previously, we had recommended using ClickFunnels, which has some other unique benefits. However, 
ClickFunnels pricing model has since changed and placed itself a little outside of the independent musician’s budget, 
especially for those just starting out.

Many Indies join Indepreneur with a website that is already built on less optimal solutions, such as BandZoogle and Wix. While 
these can be great technologies for beginners to build a basic artist website, they often pose difficulties when trying to build a 
conversion focused page with opt-in functionality.

With whatever choice you make, you should be set up to create opt-in pages, thank you pages, content pages, and even sales 
pages - so you’ll be covered.

WordPress (with an accompanying page-building plugin)

Squarespace

Our recommendations include…
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Choosing Your Tech Stack
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Choosing Your Tech Stack

Your autoresponder, which is another name for “email marketing platform” (such as MailChimp, Drip, 
ActiveCampaign, etc.), will be responsible for collection and organizing the subscribers you gain during 
the Pre-Launch phase through the opt-in page you create with your site builder. This will allow you to 
send your Pre-Launch emails to that segment of subscribers, and then enter all of those subscribers into 
your Launch automation sequence to receive daily emails during the experience and your post-launch 
sales emails.

There are a wide variety of autoresponders out there and, chances are, if you already have one, it will do 
just fine. However, if you are choosing one now, we recommend going with either Drip or MailChimp, as 
they are most common in our community giving you the most options for help and advice.

All of these autoresponders have pretty much the same features, but presented in different ways - 
including the ability to add and remove subscribers, segment subscribers based on certain criteria, 
tag subscribers manually or automatically, trigger automated sequences of emails and limit them to 
segments or tags, and view analytics about subscribers and emails.

Email Autoresponder
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Choosing Your Tech Stack

Shopify
This is a common e-commerce platform that will allow you to host products in a 
variety of ways in a typical online story fashion for $29/month. However, to get 
more dialed in funnel functionality, you will want to add on One-Click Upsells 
by Zipify, which will cost you more based on how much revenue the additional 
upsells earn you.

ThriveCart
This is a great checkout funnel builder that offers everything Clickfunnels and 
WooFunnels offer EXCEPT the opt-in features - it just covers the sales portion of 
your funnel. It is a $690 lifetime pricing structure, which is prohibitive for many 
indies starting out. But if you’re in this for the long haul, you can see how this 
price will go a long way with continued use (and revenue potential).

WooFunnels
This has the same functionality as Clickfunnels, but is exclusive to WordPress/
Woocommerce. The folks at WooFunnels were kind enough to offer all 
Indepreneur Indies and exclusive $25/month pricing, which can be found in the 
IndieDEALS section of your membership.

Clickfunnels
This is a well-known opt-in and sales funnel creator that will get the job done for 
this launch, but is a little pricey at $97/month - especially for indies just starting 
out. It will cover all opt-in, sales, and upsell functionality you will need for your 
launch. While many page builders provide e-commerce solutions, including 
SquareSpace, Wix, and BandZoogle, these solutions have many design issues 
which are known to decrease the rate at which customers successfully purchase.

In order to sell the products at the end of your launch, you will 
need a shopping cart/online store platform that allows you to 
offer products, shipping, and a hosted checkout form.

To be specific, we ideally want to be able to place an order bump 
like the one displayed in the video on your order form, after 
customers enter their information but before they click the 
order or submit button, with a checkbox that adds the item to 
their cart and the ability to add text or even images.

And, we ideally want to be able to offer your third product after 
customers have submitted their order but before they are charged.

Cart/Store



Fulfillment involves all the packing materials, postage costs, and labor 
involved to get your merch orders collected, processed, and physically 
sent to your fans as they come in.

Our main recommendation to handle these needs is ShipSation.

ShipStation connects to most shopping cart solutions natively - 
which means every order you get will be directly transmitted to your 
ShipStation account. In ShipStation, you can view orders that still need 
to be fulfilled, purchase shipping labels for all of them at the lowest 
available cost from multiple providers (including US Postal Service), 
and print your labels directly on your home printer or save as a PDF to 
use at a local printer.

ShipStation starts at $9 a month and is well worth its monthly price 
when you are managing lots of orders.

Fulfillment
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Choosing Your Tech Stack
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Choosing Your Tech Stack

When two apps can send and receive information to and from each other, they are “integrated”. The connection through which 
they do this is called an “integration”.

Oftentimes, there are two apps that have a native integration with each other. For example, Shopify and Shipstation have a 
native integration, meaning that (without much additional setup) you can automatically start collecting your Shopify orders 
into Shipstation.

However, it’s more than likely that not all of the apps in your tech stack will have native integrations between each other. For 
those gaps in integration, you will likely need to set up a Zapier account.

Zapier is a hub for an endless list of apps that allow you to make manual connections between apps so that you can create your 
own “integrations”.

Zaps operate on two components: Triggers, and actions. One app causes a trigger, which begins your zap, and this results in an 
action in another app.

For example, Squarespace is not natively integrated to MailChimp. So, you will need to create a zap that looks for entries 
on a Squarespace form (trigger), and causes Zapier to take the information provided in that form and instead send it to 
Mailchimp (action).

There will be more specific information on how to build zaps for whatever your need may be, but right now you should evaluate 
your tech stack and see if you’ll need Zapier to fill any gaps where there aren’t native integrations.

As you can see, your tech stack is going to change how you set up your Launch funnel. Review the provided recommendations 
and select the platforms you already have or are familiar with. Then, select additional platforms you will need using our 
recommendations breakdown.

Integration
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Building Your Pages

There are several categories of web pages you will need to build to make your Launch campaign run, including landing pages that are focused on a single action and content pages that are a 
secret hub to exclusive content. 

On this page, we have itemized the pages that are necessary to build your funnel and numbered them in the Funnel Visualization diagram. Use this diagram and list as a checklist for 
configuring your Launch pages when you are ready to do so:

1. OPT-IN SQUEEZE PAGE
The Opt-In Squeeze Page is a conversion-focused landing 
page designed to do one thing: generate a subscriber. 
There should be no navigation, links, or information that 
is not directly related to your Free Offer on this page.

3. OPT-IN THANK YOU PAGE
The Opt-In Thank You page is fairly straight-forward 
to create. You will want to include instructions and 
information on what will happen next and links to any 
other helpful or entertaining content (or even paid 
offers!). The most important aspect of this Thank You 
page is onboarding - that is, you want this page to get 
subscribers invested in the experience they are about to 
participate in.

2. OPT-IN SQUEEZE VARIANT
It can be wise to create two very different versions of 
your Opt-In Squeeze Page in order to test different 
styles against each other. If your technology permits, you 
may want to create one or more variants of the page to 
find the one that provides the best conversion rate.

4. LAUNCH CONTENT PAGES
These pages will serve as a secret hub for the exclusive 
content in your Launch experience. You will want to 
design these pages so that using them to consume 
content is as fun and easy as possible. You will start by 
creating a wireframe and page design for one of your 
Launch days. Then, duplicate and modify the page for 
the remaining days.
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Building Your Pages

5. SALES PAGE
Your Sales Page is meant to do the work of selling your 
product - much like your Opt-In Squeeze Page does the 
work of generating subscribers. This page should be 
clean, engaging, and should only feature content that can 
assist your customer in making a purchasing decision and 
learning more about the offer.

7. 1-CLICK UPSELL PAGE
This page is highly conversion-focused - moreso even 
than your Squeeze and Sales pages. Normally, this page 
displays only a video or image detailing the discounted 
upsell offer and a large, hard-to-ignore button that 
allows them to add the offer to their order with one click. 
Some text elements can assist the purchasing decision, 
however, content should be limited to “Above-The-Fold” 
so that users do not have to scroll. Below the 1-Click 
Upsell button, it is typical to include a smaller text link 
that allows user to decline the offer.

6. ORDER FORM PAGE
This page is where your customers will enter their 
payment information to check out for your offer. For this 
reason, it is incredibly important that this page looks 
professional, secure, and trustworthy. In many cases, the 
technology you use for Shopping Cart/Store will limit 
your ability to design this page.

8. ORDER CONFIRMATION PAGE
Like the Thank You page, the Order Confirmation page 
is fairly easy to create but crucial in setting the tone 
for how your customer will remember their purchasing 
experience. Anything you can do to give information, 
exclusive content, nurturing, and sincere thanks will go a 
long way towards keeping your supporting fans around 
for many years to come.
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Video Preparation

Learn Write Record
Write/plan each video in 
your funnel and create a 

script or bullet list.

Record and edit your videos 
ahead of time to simplify your 

campaign creation.

Use the formulas and 
examples to understand the 

anatomy of a good video.

Video marketing is the new standard - while many people still like reading copy, people expect to 
be able to consume your message in a value-driven video at every step of the way. There are many 
videos you will need to create in order to run your launch. You will want to test a video against an 
image for almost every ad and web page in your Album Launch. This section of the Album Launch 
workbook will help you plan, script , and record your videos.
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Video Checklist

1.  Opt-In Ad Video
2.  Opt-In Squeeze Page Video
3.  Opt-In WinBack Ad Video

4.  Thank You Page Video
5.  Content Page Videos
6.  Product Exposure Ad Video

7.  Sales Page Video
8.  Upsell Page Video
9.  Purchase Thank You Video

There are numerous opportunities to use video in your Launch funnel to maximize movement through the campaign. Videos will often 
increase the rate at which fans/visitors complete the next action or move to the next step.

On this page, we have itemized the videos that you can create to increase the rate of success at each step of the process. Use this 
diagram and list as a checklist for planning and creating your Launch videos when you are ready to do so:
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Ad/Video Formulas

ENTERTAINMENT
People share videos that give us a break from our 
regular life. Videos that entertain through humor, 
talent, music, magic - any uncommon feats are much 
more likely to generate engagement and response.

In your planning phase, ensure that your videos include 
one (or more) of these qualities:

How-to content is one of the most successful types 
of content in marketing. Something as simple as an 
unboxing of a CD can trigger the same narrative-
based thinking that makes us watch and share 
videos. For this reason, demonstrating products 
works especially well with sales videos.

DEMONSTRATION

EDUCATION
Content which educates or teaches new information 
does well on social. Stories that teach us about the 
music we love, information that inspires your music, 
or any other information unique to you as an artist 
can be a great topic for a video.

When we see people being better, it makes us want 
to be better. In fact, inspiring content makes us want 
to share as a way of showing everyone else that 
we, too, lead inspiring/inspired lives. This is clearly 
evidenced in the success of any post about weight 
loss on social media - typically their engagement far 
outpaces the average engagement that the poster 
typically receives.

INSPIRATION

First, get the attention of your audience. Jump 
around, say something shocking, say their name, 
move the camera, mention something specific about 
them - anything to catch your audience off guard 
and stand out.

1. ATTENTION

First, get the attention oof your audience. Jump 
around, say something shocking, say their name, 
move the camera, mention something specific about 
them - anything to catch your audience off guard 
and stand out.

3. DESIRE

“Click below to get ____!” Clearly tell your audience 
exactly what to do next. Then, restate what they will 
get by doing it - benefits, not features. Your call-to-
action should be simple, clear, easy, and repeated 
more than once!

4. ACTION

When structuring or scripting your videos, use this 
step-by-step formula:

Convert the attention of  your audience into 
interest for the topic of the video. Attention is 
fleeting, but interest lasts for longer. So, give 
them a hook, an unresolved question, or an 
unfinished story. Then, get them saying “yes” by 
describing their experience back to them and 
demonstrating how you share their worldview 
and culture.

2. INTEREST

When creating videos and writing ads to be used 
throughout your funnel, it can be helpful to use 
a formula for structuring your video scripts and 
what to include in them. For this, we borrow two 
well established concepts from direct marketing: 
EDIE and AIDA.

EDIE stands for Entertain, Demonstrate, Inspire, 
or Educate. The EDIE formula simply suggests 
that videos used for social advertising are most 
successful when they include one or more of 
these qualities.

AIDA stands for Attention > Interest > Desire > 
Action. This formula is a step-by-step template 
for scripting and copywriting. It is so universally 
applicable that it is often the first thing 
new copywriters will learn, as the formula 
is respected and used by both beginner and 
advanced copywriters.

AIDA & EDIE Formulas
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Video Script Checklist

Will my video Entertain, Demonstrate, Inspire, or Educate?

Does it grab attention in the first 5 seconds?

Does it generate the interest of my audience?

Does it generate desire for my offer or product?

Does it include a clear call-to-action?

Does it re-state the benefit (desire) for the offer?

Does it repeat the same call-to-action again?

Have I removed all unnecessary words or points?

Can this be delivered in 2 minutes or less?

Putting myself in their shoes, is there a reason to care?

Is that reason immediate (in the first 10-30 seconds)?

Have I made it clear who this offer is for?

Have I proved to my audience that I am like them?

Will my audience remember me when seeing this video?

Do I explain my offer in a way that creates urgency?

Should I include other footage, images, or sound?

Can I deliver this and still be myself while doing?

If not, how can I change it to be more honest?

Y / N

Before recording, ask...Check Your Work
Now, it’s time for you to write the scripts 
for the videos in your funnel. In many cases, 
writing a checklist of points you wish to go 
over can work just as well as a full script.

This is where you want to let your creativity 
shine. Use the EDIE and AIDA formulas to 
create even more interesting examples than 
the ones shown here.

Once you have written your video scripts or 
points, use this checklist to see where your 
video can be improved. There are 18 questions 
listed to the right - you want a minimum score 
of 14 for any video in your funnel.
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Sequence Preparation

Learn Write Automate
Write the messages for your 
launch sequences using the 

itemized diagram,

Schedule and automate your 
launch sequences according to 

the video training.

Use the formulas and 
examples to understand 

sequential messaging.

A majority of the artist-to-fan communication in your Album Launch will be done through email 
and, for the advanced Indies, Facebook Messenger. For weeks leading up to your launch, during 
your launch, and after your launch, you will be sending out prepared messages to your subscribers. 
But, giving you a bunch of email and Messenger templates will not really help you craft your 
message. So, instead, we’re going to teach you all copywriting concepts you need to know in order 
to write your own effective communication.
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Launch Automation

The Pre-Launch Sequence is used to educate subscribers on your launch, deliver content, build anticipation, and announce 
special promotions such as contests and giveaways.

The Launch Sequence is used to excite and prepare listeners for each day of your launch and deliver the links for each 
hidden content page.

Pre Launch Sequence - 8-10 messages | 20-40 days

Launch Sequence - 5-12 messages | 5-12 days

The Post-Launch Sequence is used to build urgency around your offer and communicate the benefits of your products. It 
also ensures that your subscribers will get exposure to your offer.

Post-Launch Sequence

If you have existing email subscribers or customers, you will want to upload them to Facebook as a Custom Audience in 
order to serve them Ads for deeper stages of your Launch. Create an Email List Custom Audience containing all of your 
existing email contacts.

Post-Purchase Sequence - 2-3 messages | 7-14 days*

There are several email automation/Messenger sequences that are necessary to helping a Launch funnel run smoothly. On this page, 
we have itemized the sequences that power your funnel. Use this diagram and list as a checklist for planning and creating your Launch 
sequences when you are ready to do so:

*scheduling of final message in sequence depends on product shipping times
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Anatomy of an Email

Writing emails that get opened, read, and 
clicked is a science of its own. There are 
many tips and tactics to consider and wield. 
Like all things, though, great emails start 
with a great foundation. Review this diagram 
to learn the basic components of a high-
engagement, well-written email campaign.
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Anatomy of an Email

Many email marketing platforms will allow 
you to customize the “To” and “From” section 
of your email. Don’t ignore this! Personalize 
as much as possible.

It can be smart to use a dynamic tag 
to add the reader’s first name to your 
greeting. Sometimes, however, it’s better 
to launch right into your message and begin 
generating interest.

In this section, we need to restate the offer 
and call the reader to action, giving them 
clear instructions and, in most cases, a link. It 
can also be beneficial to insert a second link 
in the text as shown in this example.

This section is the meat of the e-mail; usually 
a story or a letter pre-framing the link or 
offer that will follow it. Be careful not to lose 
your reader - compelling narratives excite 
emotion!

Use a personalized signature here, not just 
your artist or band name. People understand 
that someone had to write the email, and 
not using your name can create separation 
between you and your fans.

As a sign off, it can be beneficial to future-
cast the offer you’re making. For example, 
saying “I’ll see you in there” indicates that the 
reader is going to click the link. Seems stupid 
- but it works.

If your email is about an offer, you can 
include an extra benefit or reason to take the 
offer here in the Post Script. Make sure to 
repeat your call to action and link wherever 
necessary! If your email is mainly about 
content, you can include your 2-4 main 
offers, calls-to-action, and links here in a 
numbered list - a common way to generate 
actions when sending out newsletters. For 
the Album Launch, these 2-4 main offers 
can be useful to display below Pre-Launch 
emails. Conversely, you can also introduce 
bonus content here to condition your 
readers to both read to the end of your email 
and complete any calls to action.

You have to earn every second of your 
reader’s attention - and it starts with the 
subject line. Short, punchy, important 
sounding, attention grabbing - and most 
importantly, REAL - subject lines generate 
more opens and, as a result, clicks.

This section is the introduction. Here, we 
need to generate interest in this email. You 
can do that by asking questions or opening a 
narrative loop (beginning a story).
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Narrative Loops

Loop 1 Open
“But first, let me ask you - do you want to know how to write 
the perfect line? I’ll tell you the secret in my next email...”

Loop 2 Open
“Last week we recorded a new song just for you. It’s being 
worked on now... ...P.S. Tomorrow I’ll tell you how to write the 
perfect line”

Loop 1 Closed

“Okay, a few years ago I learned a secret for how to write the 
perfect line - poem, song, letter, anything...”

Loop 2 Closed, Loop 3 Opened

“This song is actually about you in a pretty cool way. But, be-
fore I launch into another long story, let’s get you the newest 
jam! Click below to...”

Loop Threading Example
Make ‘Em Wait
Studies of human memory have identified a phenomenon we 
call “looping”. Researchers first noticed this in waiters who were 
able to take an entire table’s order without writing any of it 
down. However, once the food was delivered, the waiters would 
not be able to remember a single item...

We naturally hold on to information that is part of an 
unresolved narrative. Just like keeping a few fingers in a choose-
your-own-adventure book, this habit ensures that we don’t 
miss out on potential opportunities or threats. You should never 
leave a message fully resolved. Every email in your sequence 
should open on more loop than it closes.
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Message Objectives

3. GET THEM TO CLICK TO OTHER WEBSITES
When your subscribers add you to their contacts or whitelist your email address, it tells 
both their email service and your autorespoonder that you are a reputable sender. It also 
ensures that they will get your messages and not lose them to a Spam or Promotions 
folder. When a fair amount of your email subscribers have whitelisted you or starred you 
as a contact (or dragged your email to their inbox, in Gmail) it can help keep you out of all 
spam folders - event or subscribers who havent done that yet.

2. SALES PAGE
When your subscribers dont ever reply to your emails, it tells both their email client and 
your email servers that you are not a very good mailer. Your email provider, like most social 
media platforms, can tell when a relationship is a one-way street. Ask your subscribers 
open-ended questions at the very end of emails or request their opinion on topics that 
engage them. Generating replies makes a very healthy list!

1. GET THEM TO CLICK YOUR OFFER
While there are many objectives for your subscribers, make no mistake - the main 
objective of every email which features a link is to get your subscribers to click on the main 
offer or link in the email. Whether your offer involves clicking a link or responding to the 
email, generating an action is the most important thing your email must achieve.

4. GET THEM TO WHITELIST/STAR YOUR ADDRESS
The effectiveness of your Upsell page is determined by the Take Rate - how many 
customers take the Upsell offer. If you are getting subscribers and customers at a 
reasonable cost, but your average order value is low, it can be difficult to profit.

5.GET THEM TO FORWARD YOUR EMAIL
This is one of the healthiest signals you can send to an email service provider. When your 
subscribers forward your email, it tells their email providers that you are a reputable 
sender and not likely a spammer. It can also earn you more subscribers if there is an opt-in 
link in the footer of your emails!

Your email and Messenger subscriber lists 
are one of the most profitable assets you 
can build as a career entertainer. But, you 
also need third party services to help you 
manage tehse subscribers lists (Drip for 
email, ManyChat for Messenger, etc.)

These services like to see certain activity 
from your subscribers to ensure that you’re 
not just spamming people. So, we have listed 
out some general objectives you will want 
to achieve with your emails and Messenger 
messages. These objectives also help with 
the psychological relationship between you 
and your subscribers.

Building a List
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Pre-Launch Sequence

8-10 Messages | 30 Days
Your Pre-Launch Sequence is intended to warm up your existing 
subscribers while keeping your new subscribers warm in 
anticipation of your Launch. Since we recommend that you begin 
campaigning 30 days before your Launch begins, you will need up to 
8-10 messages to send 2-3 times per week.

There is no exact formula for this email sequence it will depend 
largely on the content you have to offer and the promotions you 
have planned for your Pre-Launch Phase. To make sure you have 
enough ideas to craft a great sequence, we have included a list of 
objectives for your Pre-Launch Sequence. Pick some ideas, come up 
with some of your own, and overall, have fun writing these! If you 
can do that, your audience will have fun receiving them.

Announce a pre-launch contest

Ask a personal question

Share the story behind a song

Leak a snippet of the album

Invite fans to a live stream hangout

Send the link to a stream

Give a hint about secret Launch content

Share a motivational story

Share another artist’s content

Ask your fans for their opinion

Explain your launch schedule

Share a link to press coverage

Give them an unreleased song

Share your opinion (editorial)

Linkn to content on other platforms

Share a behind-the-scenes story



This sequence of messages will make or break your launch. 
This guide has prepared you with all the sequence-writing 

know-how you need to create it. First, you will need to write 
the welcome message that is sent immediately when fans 

sign up. With this message, your goal is to generate a reply.

Then, you will write the day-by-day content messages that 
will get your subscribers to consume your Launch content. 

With these messages, your goal is to generate a click. 
Good luck, and have fun!

The Launch Sequence
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Launch Sequence
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Post Launch Sequence

3. Sales Progress

Scarcity, Benefits

In this email, you could activate the psychological trigger of 
scarcity while re-stating the benefits of your product. This 
will be the first exposure to the true scarcity of your offer 
- by mentioning how many copies are left, you can begin a 
countdown that naturally causes FOMO in fans who have 
not taken the offer yet.

2. Thank You

Total Sales / Amount of Customers

In this first email, you may make a direct, throat-grabbing, 
cant-resist offer. Remind the audience of the valuable 
experience you’ve enjoyed together. Doing this activates 
the psychological triggers of reciprocity and social proof.

1. Product Exposure

Scarcity, Announcement

Now that your launch is finished and your offer is live, 
you want to give your list direct exposure to your main 
product. For this email, it is recommended that you use the 
AIDA formula; thank users for joining the experience and 
introduce the product as a labor of love made specifically 
for your fans!

4. Content Share

Reciprocity

In this email, we want to activate reciprocity by sharing 
some more content as “value-in-advance”. This can help 
re-affirm to your audience that you are giving, reminding 
them of the experience they’ve already been on with you 
and reassuring them that you are in this for the long haul - 
that you will continue to provide value.

5. Break

At this point, you may want to give your audience a break 
from daily/bi-daily emails. Take a breather!

6. User-Generated Content

Social Proof, Scarcity

At this point, you should have received some form of User 
Generated Content - reply emails, pictures of fans wearing 
your merch, etc. Share this content with your fans to show 
them it’s okay to claim your offer - other people did it and 
lived to tell the tale!

7. Bonus Offer Announcement

Scarcity, Urgency

By now, you have exhausted a lot of the psychological 
triggers that typically get browsers to purchase from you. 
Introducing a time- or quantity-limited bonus at this stage 
can help get the final buyers off the fence!

8. Bonus Offer Scarcity

Scarcity, Urgency

Okay - you can’t keep emailing  these people forever. 
Anyone who hasn’t purchased at this point either won’t 
purchase, or, they have a far longer buying cadence than 
this launch provides for. Thank everyone sincerely and 
prepare them for life on your regular email list by telling 
them how you will continue to give them content and 
communication and how often you will send it!

9. Final Email

Okay - you can’t keep emailing  these people forever. 
Anyone who hasn’t purchased at this point either won’t 
purchase, or, they have a far longer buying cadence than 
this launch provides for. Thank everyone sincerely and 
prepare them for life on your regular email list by telling 
them how you will continue to give them content and 
communication and how often you will send it!

To help you ideate your post-launch sales automation, here is a possible format that the post-launch emails could follow. 
However, there are many different ways to generate exposure to your main offer among your Launch subscribers - so don’t 
copy and paste this! Use this as inspiration:
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Post Purchase Sequence

On average, you are 10 times as likely to sell a second product to an existing customer than 
you are to sell a first product to a new customer. That is why the Post-Purchase sequence, 
though often overlooked, is one of the more profitable sequences you can build.

Typically, a “Thank You” ad campaign will have its own return-on-investment. That means that, when thanked properly, 
your customers don’t need to be asked to go back to your store and support you more often. Go above and beyond to thank 
customers for purchasing - it is completely worth it.

If you have an online store separate from this funnel, giving your new customers a discount for a follow-up purchase is 
among the most high-impact things you can do for your business. Be sure to mention that the discount code is a gift in 
acknowledgement of their support that they have already given you!

The most powerful marketing assets are real-life testimonials and content - there’s just nothing more convincing than a 
highly-satisfied fan/customer. Requesting User Generated Content - video testimonials, merch pictures, unboxings, etc. - 
can provide rocket fuel for marketing to those who haven’t yet purchased.

Thank You | Send immediately

Customer Discount | Send 2 days later (Optional)

UGC Request | Send 7-14 days later
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Ad Campaigns

Facebook Ads make the world go ‘round…

Learn Write Create
Write each Ad in your funnel 
using the provided diagram 

and checklist.

Build your Ad campaigns 
using the video lessons and 

your prepared copy.

Use the formulas and 
examples to understand the 

anatomy of a great Ad.

Seriously though, when it comes to keeping track of your fan base and intentionally building a 
relationship with them, there is no more necessary tool than Facebook and Instagram Ads. IN this 
section of the workbook, we will learn how to create compelling, high-performing Facebook Ads. 
Then, we will write your Ads and build your campaigns in the Facebook Ads platform.
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Anatomy of a Facebook Ad

This section is your main opportunity to explain your message. For this section, we typically use the AIDA formula to write 
compelling copy. You can write a long or a short message, but it is wise to include your link before the “See more…” cutoff point.

This section is where you can include either a picture or a video. For many reasons, images can sometimes outperform videos 
(and vice versa). For other Ad types, you can use special creative like the “Canvas” Ad experience or the “Carousel” Ad type. 
Alternative Ad types can be useful for catching attention in the Feed and getting audiences to pay attention to Ads.

Post Text

Creative

The headline is often the most viewed and read portion of your Ad. Creating a compelling headline is key to a successful link-
based Ad. Grab attention and communicate the benefit of what you are offering!

Headline

Though entirely optional, the link description can be a great place to restate the benefit of your offer through a different tone. 
Anything else your reader might need to know in order to click the…

Facebook adds more types of CTA buttons every month it seems. Though we typically use the “Learn More” button, there are 
many options to choose from.

Link Description

Call-to-Action Button (CTA)
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Ad Hooks and Angles

Limited availability! Sale ends 
tomorrow! Only 34 copies left! Time 
running out! Scarcity plays on our 
inherent “Fear Of Missing Out”.

SCARCITY

Are you tired of not being able to 
write effective Ads? Can you imagine 
what it would be like if your Ad 
campaigns all performed great out 
the gate? Do you see how I’m playing 
on your fears and desires - leveraging 
your emotions?

Major ANNOUNCEMENT! Humans, 
for some reason, all want to know 
“the scoop”. Any information that 
could be seen as newsworthy is 
naturally compelling!

EMOTION

NEWSWORTHY

FEATURES/BENEFITS
Almost all Ads contain at least some 
features and benefits - sometimes they 
are woven in to a story or even listed 
out as bullet points in the post text.

If you’ve received good blog and/or 
press coverage, now is not the time 
to hide it! Use quotes from respected 
outlets to convey authority.

AUTHORITY

EXCLUSIVITY
We are conditioned - perhaps 
biologically programmed - to covet 
things which are inaccessible. Amplify 
the exclusivity of your offer to spike 
this natural incentive.

“Everyone is talking about _____.” 
Using major current events helps 
to grab attention while slipping into 
the normal flow of organic posts in 
the Feed. The goal is to find a way to 
connect the current event to your 
offer - which takes skill to pull off well.

CURRENT EVENTS

When information is scarce, we 
typically look to our environment 
to see what other people think. 
Testimonials, “best selling”, “highest 
rated” - all these commonly used 
tactics play on social proof.

SOCIAL PROOF

Writing Ads can feel like trying to be cool - you just end up 
feeling stupid for having tried at all. But, if you know which 
hooks and angles captivate attention, you can capitalize 
on the natural triggers and incentives of modern human 
psychology. The point is to blend your message with 
the ideas and narratives that people normally respond 
to, taking care of much of the “writing” through natural 
conversation.

All you have to do is write ideas in these categories and 
create your Ad using the very best ideas you come up with.

What the Hook Gon’ Be?
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Copy Tips and Tricks

Don’t use plural tense when 
addressing your audience - no 
“everybody”, no “all of you”, no “you 
guys”. Write as if you are writing a 
personal message to a single fan.

WRITE TO ONE PERSON

If you can dream it, you can do it! 
Future casting means activating your 
reader’s imagination, getting them 
to envision a future where they have 
done something you are asking them 
to do already. Even something as 
simple as explaining what will happen 
immediately after they sign up can 
impact your conversion/click rate!

FUTURE CASTING

TAP INTO EMOTION
Even if you are not using an emotional 
hook or angle, you will want to align 
your offer and message with the 
emotions and mindset of your reader.

You will often have an idea of what 
content your Ad’s audience may have 
already seen. Mentioning or referring 
back to previous content they’re 
familiar with can shortcut you to 
their interest and make them feel like 
you’re paying close attention.

“YOU ARE HERE”

DOG WHISTLING
Call out your audience (“Hey Folk 
Fans!”, “Attention Orlando Punks!”) 
can make your Ads far more effective 
and immediately attention-grabbing.

It may take some Indies time to warm 
up to emojis, but the numbers don’t 
lie. For many market segments, emojis 
help Ads stand out and read better.

USE EMOJIS

A MAJORITY of the time, this ad 
writing tip will be read FIRST. It’s 
not sophisticated, it’s not complex, 
but its quite effective at grabbing 
attention. On Facebook Ads, you 
are limited to capitalization… 
WHICH IS STILL EFFECTIVE!

COPY DECORATION

This could be an entire e-book - wait, 
actually, it is an entire e-book that we 
wrote in 2020. But, you’ve got a Launch 
to focus on - you can’t be reading 300 
page e-books right now. Here, we just 
want to leave you with a few different 
Ad writing tricks which, when used 
properly, will help make your Ads more 
compelling and effective.

Tricks of The Trade

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fZ8MPxxjf_XLzaT2GeePGYxW63HBk8FsAAFOJ-HpKH8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fZ8MPxxjf_XLzaT2GeePGYxW63HBk8FsAAFOJ-HpKH8/edit?usp=sharing


Writing ads from scratch can be difficult. It is much easier to come up 
with smaller chunks or sections of the ad, called “copy blocks”, and 
then assemble an ad from the blocks you like best. To come up with 

many different copy blocks, we use a tool called the Ad Grid, first 
conceptualized by Molly Pittman of Digital Marketer. The Ad Grid is 

a spreadsheet that lists ad campaigns or audiences in the top row and 
hooks or angles in the left hand column. In each cell, you can write 
copy blocks that address each angle for each Ad or Audience. We 

have prepared a basic Ad Grid for you as a template to work off. On the 
horixontal axis, you will need to adjust the template to account for the 

different ads you wish to write. On the next page, you will find a checklist 
of all the ads which can be used in an Album Launch campaign.

The Ad Grid
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Writing Your Ads
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Warm Audience Checklist

Because your main touch point with new listeners is typically a music video or performance footage, your custom Video View 
audiences will likely be your main source of new subscribers. Create audiences for high-intent levels of video engagement.

This audience will include a wide variety of different audience members - those who have visited your page, engaged with 
a post, saved a post, or even mentioned your page in the past. Create an audience of those who have engaged with your 
Facebook Page or Instagram Profile in the last year.

Video View Audiences - 50%, 75%, 95%

Page/Profile Engagement Audience

If you receive a fair amount of visitors to your website each month and have already installed the Facebook Pixel, you can 
create a Website Custom Audience to use as a source of potential Launch subscribers. Create a Website Custom Audience 
of people who have visited your website in the last 180 days.

Website Visitors Audience

If you have existing email subscribers or customers, you will want to upload them to Facebook as a Custom Audience in 
order to serve them Ads for deeper stages of your Launch. Create an Email List Custom Audience containing all of your 
existing email contacts.

Email List Audience

If you have been building your fan base for some time now, you will likely have accumulated a large audience in your “ecosystem” or 
“sphere of influence”. Facebook Ads allows you to create dynamic audiences of fans based on their engagement. Use this brief checklist to 
create warm audiences of your existing fans in Facebook Ads.
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Opt-In Campaign

Campaign Objective: Conversions

Bid Type: Auction

Ad Set: “All Warm”

Conversions: Lead

Custom Audiences: VV - All, PE - 1yr

Location: Big 1 2

Dynamic Creative: On (recommended)

Link Clicks and Conversions: On

Opt-In Campaign Settings
Your Opt-In Campaign will help you generate a 
critical mass of subscribers for your Album Launch. 
Most of the work that goes into creating your Opt-In 
Campaign has already been completed...

Use the accompanying video lesson to create your 
Opt-In Campaign to spec.

Remember: in most cases, the most basic set up will 
work best. So, don’t worry that you might be missing 
out by not trying the advanced strategy first (see: 
Occam’s Razor).

Before trying to get opt-ins from dynamic 
retargeting audiences, it’s important to exhaust 
all of the low hanging fruit in your existing fan 
ecosystem first!

Generate Subscribers
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Product Exposure Campaign

When you’re just starting out, you can’t afford to 
let fans slip through the cracks. For indies at the 
Grassroots level, this configuration uses Facebook’s 
“Reach” objective to ensure your leads will see your 
sales offer a set amount of times per day.

This configuration is recommended for Affirmation 
and Ascension launches or for Indies who have 
a large fan ecosystem. This configuration makes 
use of Facebook’s machine learning optimization 
through the “Conversions” objective.

Campaign Objective: Conversions

Bid Type: Auction

Ad Set: “All Warm”

Conversions: AddToCart

Custom Audiences: VV’s, PE-1yr, Leads

Location: Worldwide

Start Date: Final Launch day

Product Exposure Campaign Settings

Campaign Objective: Reach

Bid Type: Auction

Ad Set: “Leads - Album Launch”

Custom Audiences: Leads

Location: Worldwide

Start Date: Final Launch day

Budget: $5/day

Product Exposure Campaign Settings
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Running Your Launch

Learn Finalize Launch
Determine your budget and 
schedule your launch with 

tasks and notifications.

There is nothing else to say 
here except for... launch, 

baby, LAUNCH!

Review all of the information 
in this section carefully to be 

adequately prepared.

By now, you should have learned to ste up or create every component necessary to a successful 
launch. Now, you need to know how to schedule, budget, and run your launch. This portion of your 
workbook includes resources and information for launch logistics and some helpful lessons and 
benchmarks for diagnosing issues with your opt-in or sales campaigns.
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Action Schedule

In order to be on top of all the moving parts of 
your launch, it’s important to have everything laid 

out. When does this email send out? When does 
that Ad campaign stop? Managing all of this is not 

necessarily “easy”. Below, we have provided you with 
the accompanying spreadsheet from the launch 

scheduling video lesson. Use it to schedule the 
important events in your launch and to understand 

everything you’re doing from a broader view.

The Final Piece
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Maximizing Subscribers

1. OPT-IN ADS
Cost-per-Click, CPM, Cost-per-Subscriber

If your Ad isn’t compelling, it won’t matter how well you re doing in the other two stages of 
the Launch funnel. If you aren’t generating clicks or, if your Cost-per-Click is very high, you 
will have trouble getting subscribers at an equitable price. Testing video against image Ads, 
testing variants of your Ad copy, or trying an entirely different Ad objective can often help 
diagnose and fix issues with Ad performance.

2. OPT-IN SQUEEZE PAGE

Conversion Rate (Subscribers/Visitors)
If you’re generating warm, cheap traffic to your opt-in page but aren’t generating many 
subscribers, then the problem is almost certainly the page itself. A low conversion rate can 
indicate problems with the design of the page. Most often, the problem is that the page 
doesn’t pass the “5-seconds test”. Within 5 seconds of loading your page, any visitor (even 
a total stranger) should be able to understand what you’re offering and what they need to 
do in order to get it.

There are several sticking points in the Pre-Launch section of 
a Launch funnel where you may experience difficulty. To help 
you overcome these sticking points or “diagnose” the issue and 
“pivot” your strategy in order to fix it, we have outlined the most 
common problem areas below:
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Maximizing Sales

There are several sticking points in the Post-Launch section of a Launch funnel 
where you may experience difficulty. To help you overcome these sticking 
points or “diagnose” the issue and “pivot” your strategy in order to fix it, we 
have outlined the most common problem areas below:

3. ORDER FORM PAGE
Conversion Rate, Take Rate (Order Bump)
Your Order Form has two crucial conversions on it. First, you want visitors to fill out the 
form and purchase your offer. But, you also want a small percentage of those who do claim 
the offer to also take the Order Bump. Either of these metrics can throw your profitability 
off - so pay close attention to them!

2. SALES PAGE
Conversion Rate
Your Sales Page should do the job of selling - it should convince your audience that your 
offer is worth what you are charging for it. If people aren’t clicking the Add To Cart button 
to then checkout, then the page and/or the copy and videos on the page is not resonating 
with your audience. In many cases, the first place to look is the offer you are making and 
how you are communicating it to your audience. Often times, Indies will fail to make a 
valuable offer or to properly explain the value of an offer.

1. PRODUCT EXPOSURE AD
CPC, Relevance Score, Frequency, Cost per AddToCart
Regardless of how well your sales pages perform, if your Sales/Product Exposure Ad is 
costing too much, you will need to either diagnose and fix it or turn it off entirely. If your 
Cost-per-Click in Facebook Ads Manager is too high and you have a low Relevance Score 
or a high Frequency (5-10), you may consider turning the Ad off and relying on email to 
drive sales.

4. 1-CLICK UPSELL PAGE
Take Rate (Upsell)
The effectiveness of your Upsell page is determined by the Take Rate - how many 
customers take the Upsell offer. If you are getting subscribers and customers at a 
reasonable cost, but your average order value is low, it can be difficult to profit.
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Conversion Benchmarks

40 10 10
Conversion Rate Conversion Rate Take Rate

Opt-In Page Purchase Upsell/Bump

10% of subscribers purchase your 
main offer by the end of your post-

launch sequence.

10% of new customers also 
purchase the upsell, the order 

bump, or both products.

40% of your visitors to your opt-in 
squeeze page sign up for your Album 

Launch/email list.

In Digital Marketing, there is a fairly well established benchmark for 
funnels similar to the Ultimate Album Launch. This benckmark is called 
the “40-10-10” rule.

Typically, if these conversion rates can be achieved, the funnel is 
reasonably successful. This can vary depening on many factors. However, 
it is a good benchmark to shoot for.
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Post-Launch Analysis

After any campaign, especially larger campaigns 
like a Product Launch, it is important to analyze 
the performance of the campaign and learn how 
you could improve upon that performance in 
future campaigns. To get you started, we have 
prepared a list of metrics you can calculate 
to gain an understanding of your campaign 
performance on the following page.

Post-Launch Alanlysis
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Post-Launch Analysis

Cost Per Customer Acquisition

Total Sales / Total Ad Spend

This metric will show you the average cost you paid in 
order to acquire a new customer during the campaign. 
Subtracting this number from the Average Customer Value 
will tell you the amount of profit (before printing costs) 
that each customer represented.

Average Customer Value

Total Sales / Amount of Customers

This metric will show you how much each customer 
represented in purchase value (on average). When 
combined with your Cost per Customer Acquisition, this 
metric will help you measure the profitability of your launch.

Cost Per Subscriber

Opt-In Ad Spend / New Subscribers

This metric is probably the key driver of profitability 
in your funnel. If you can acquire cheap subscribers, 
your likelihood of profiting over the long term increases 
dramatically. In this calculation, we divide the amount 
spent on Opt-In Ads by the amount of new subscribers 
gained during the campaign.

Return on Ad Spend

Total Sales / Total Ad Spend

This metric will tell you the raw profitability of your funnel. 
It is actually the amount you get back for every dollar you 
spend on advertising. While this number does not factor 
in the cost of putting on your launch or printing your 
products, it will help you determine your schedule and path 
to recoupment and profit.

New Subscribers & New Customers (Totals)
Upsell & Order Bump Purchases / Purchases

This metric will tell you the percentage of your customers 
that also purchased your order bump or upsell product. 
A high take rate increases your average order value and 
makes it easier to profit from a launch.

Average Affirmation Value

New Customer Sales / New Customers

This metric will show you the average purchase value that 
newly “Affirmed” customers represented in your Launch 
campaign.

Affirmation Rate

Non-Customer Subscribers / New Customers

This metric will show you the percentage of fans you were 
able to move through the first 5 stages of your Buddy 
System all the way to the Affirmation stage - the first 
purchase. It is an important metric for determining how 
much work your funnel needs in order to be a profitable 
engine for growing your customer base. Typically, a good 
benchmark to shoot for with this metric is 10%. However, 
there are many dynamic complexities involved that could 
raise or lower this target for a given artist and campaign.

Take Rate (Upsell & Order Bump)
Upsell & Order Bump Purchases / Purchases

This metric will tell you the percentage of your customers 
that also purchased your order bump or upsell product. 
A high take rate increases your average order value and 
makes it easier to profit from a launch.

Average Ascension Value

Returning Customer Sales / Returning Customers 

This metric will show you the average purchase value of 
previous customers who purchased your Launch products 
during the campaign. Typically, this will be higher than the 
Average Affirmation Value.

Ascension Rate

Past Customers / Past Customer Purchases

This metric will tell you how many of your existing 
customers (customers you had before the launch) were 
moved to the Ascension stage of your Buddy System where 
they made a new, repeat purchase. This is important for 
determining how well your Launch campaign served as 
an enticing and entertaining activity for your existing 
customers. It also can be used to determine how much 
additional value each new customer will be worth over the 
long term. 

For instance, if your Affirmation rate were 20% and your 
Ascension rate were 10%, you could reasonably assume 
that 100 subscribers would become 20 customers, 2 of 
whom would become repeat customers at some point in 
the future. In this example, you could then multiply your 
Average Affirmation Value by 110% to calculate a rough 
expectation of “value of a customer” over a year or more, 
which may be useful in determing how much you can afford 
to pay to acquire a customer.

Similarly, you could divide that number by 5 (or multiply by 
20% or 0.2) to determine the average value of a subscriber, 
which may give you a rough idea of how much you can 
afford to pay to acquire a subscriber.
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As a now advanced Indie, we would like to officially 
invite you to take part in our flagship membership club, 
IndiePRO. Click the button below to learn more about 
the program and its benefits, including access to our 
complete training vault and an Indie Music Mastermind 
of nearly 3000 musicians. Click below to see what 
membership can do for you!

You’re invited!
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